
NYAR KAKAN - I CONTAIN MULTITUDES 
A PERFORMANCE BY CHOREOGRAPHER PHYLLIS AKINYI

NYAR KAKAN - I CONTAIN MULTITUDES is a tribute to multicultural 
identities and the roots they carry with them. It is choreographed by Phyllis 
Akinyi and performed by Akinyi alongside percussionist Stephan Jarl.  

With Kenyan and Danish roots Akinyi investigates where, and more importantly 
what she comes from through movement and sound, and seeks an autonomous 
expression in which tradition meets the contemporary. The performance is a 
personal story but speaks to some sort of commonality amongst an increasingly 
globally rooted generation. 

NYAR KAKAN - I CONTAIN MULTITUDES  
represents the past, the present, and the future in one. 



NYAR KAKAN - I 
CONTAIN 
MULTITUDES 
combines East African 
mysteries and ancestral 
oriented rituals with 
Scandinavian dark 
electronic soundscapes 
and contemporary 
solitude.  
Added to the mix is 
flamenco, whose beats 
create a meditative 
pulse throughout the 
performance.

 NYAR KAKAN refers to 
Akinyi’s paternal tribal 

language Dholuo, where 
Nyar means girl and Kakan 

is her ancestral kin.  
I CONTAIN 

MULTITUDES  
is a phrase that kept 

spinning in her head after 
meeting the American poet 

Linda Buckmaster and 
reading her poem 
CHANT. Akinyi 

incorporates the poem in 
the performance, and those 
are the only words uttered 

throughout the 50 minutes.



WHY FLAMENCO? 

Phyllis Akinyi fell in love with this art-form 14 years ago in Copenhagen, 
and has spent more than seven years in Spain learning, performing, and 
teaching flamenco. After years of studying with renowned flamenco masters, 
she started investigating her body’s natural ways of expressing flamenco as 
well as looking into the African roots of the art-form, which led to 
developing her own style of afro-flamenco.  

Flamenco has become her body’s main language and a part of her, and is 
therefore a natural component in expressing Akinyi’s multicultural identity. 
Throughout the performance flamenco is present, whether represented 
through the iconic bata de cola (train dress), through intense footwork with 
flamenco shoes, or through the rhythmic patterns played on the drums.



In the development of the performance piece, Akinyi also worked with the 
Danish sound designer Martha Winther, who created electronic soundscapes 
that mix Nordic sounds with distorted flamenco voices, used in the first part of 
the performance helping to create a mysterious universe where Akinyi and Jarl 
transmit ancestral rituals. 

There are also two short videos shown in the performance that take the 
spectator on a visual journey through the many aspects of Akinyi’s world, 
working with water to create metaphors relating to baptisms and ghost-like 
solitude.  

The other performer on stage is Swedish percussionist Stephan Jarl.  
Not only does he play the drums throughout the performance, he also performs 
the role of a twisted ancestral totem, representing both Akinyi’s Scandinavian 
and Kenyan kin. 

Akinyi and Jarl have been working together over the last three years, and 
spent 2018 developing a unique rhythmical language together, specifically for 
NYAR KAKAN - I CONTAIN MULTITUDES. 



  www.phyllisakinyi.com 
Contact/Booking: akinyiflamenco@gmail.com 

NYAR KAKAN - I CONTAIN MULTITUDES  
The performance is available for touring as of Summer 2019 

Promo video:  https://vimeo.com/319817310 
Full length video:  https://vimeo.com/328249454/d82c7bbfe5  
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